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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0034790A2] 1. Apparatus for applying revenue stamps, duty stamps, banderoles or the like to packs, in particular cigarette packs in the
form of a cuboid, with a) a revolving pack turret (37) with compartments (38) for respectively receiving a pack (10) ; b) a transfer conveyor (28)
associated with the pack turret (37), by which revenue stamps provided with glue are transferred to the packs (10) ina transfer station (36) ; c) a pack
insertion station (41) associated with the pack turret (37) ; and with d) ejection means (44) ejection the packs (10) each provided with a revenue
stamp from the compartments (38) of the pack turret (37) in a pack ejection station, characterized in that e) the pack turret (37) consists of two discs
(39, 40) arranged at a distance apart with radial slots as receiving compartments (38) for the packs (10), the space between the two discs (39, 40)
being free of components apart from the shaft connecting them ; and that f) the ejection station is arranged diametrically with respect to the insertion
station (41) and the ejection means (44) are mounted outside the pack turret (37) to engage in the free space between the turret discs (39, 40),
g) the ejection station is constructed as a mouthpiece with stationary folding members (45, 46, 48), by which folding-over and sticking of the still
projection parts of the revenue stamp (11, 12, 13) stuck to the side of the pack (10) projecting radially above the receiving compartments (38) in the
transfer station (36), on the corresponding side wall or corresponding side walls of the pack (10) take place.
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